Combining EPI and motion correction for fMRI human brain images with big motion.
Motion correction is an important component in fMRI brain image analysis. Linear registration technique is mostly used in the process based on the assumption that there is not any shape changes of human brain during imaging process. Echo planar imaging (EPI) technique has been widely adapted in fMRI imaging to shorten encoding duration and increase temporal resolution. However, due to the magnetic field inhomogeneity caused by tissues, shape distortion and signal intensity lose are brought into fMRI images by the technique. On the other hand, subject's pose in scanner has a effect on magnetic field inhomogeneity, so the EPI distortions are subject to head movement, especially when the movement is big. As a result, most current motion correction techniques, which are based on rigid registration, cannot handle the problem. In this paper, a technique that combines EPI distortion correction and motion correction to handle the above-mentioned problem is proposed. Since it is almost impossible to obtain ground truth at present, a task-related fMRI BOLD time course image with big motion is selected as experimental material to test its performance. The image is pre-processed with the proposed EPI-motion correction scheme then analyzed by FSL feat tool. Compared with another process with only motion correction and FSL feat analysis, the experimental result using the proposed method has no false activation detection. It is suggested the proposed EPI-motion correction scheme has the ability to handle the fMRI human brain images with big motion.